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Abstract: Great competition in providing cloud services has built a huge diversity in ways to manage the rented computing resources. This diversity has led to the provider lock-in problem, i.e., binding the customer to one provider. Moreover, the increasing need for quick and easy infrastructure provisioning requires for an automated and parallel provisioning process, as it is a cumbersome process when done manually. To tackle these needs, we propose a standard conform cloud resource provisioning process which is able to deploy declarative models based on the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) standard. Therefore, a provisioning plan is generated, defining the resource provisioning order, followed by a systematic execution of it. In order to show the feasibility of this approach, we implemented a prototype and discuss it with the help of an example topology.
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing enables the user to dynamically rent computing resources on demand. Hereby, the way of managing such resources is provider dependent, leaving consumers vulnerable to a provider lock-in [Ar10], i.e., making it hard to switch the provider once a cloud application is build. Meanwhile, many different standards have been developed tackling this problem by focusing on different quality attributes. One of these standards is the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [OG16a], developed by the Open Grid Forum (OGF), which exposes an interface to easily manage cloud resources over Representational State Transfer (REST) calls. OCCI defines a metamodel capable of describing the infrastructure of cloud applications. By deriving the required REST calls directly from the model elements, the provisioning process can be automated saving a large amount of time, especially when it comes to large infrastructures. Nevertheless, these models only depict declarative states of cloud applications and do not consider the order in which the resources have to be provisioned and linked. To address this issue, we propose a model driven approach to implement a fully automatic and standard conform cloud resource provisioning process, able to extract the required provisioning order from the OCCI model. Therefore, we perform multiple model transformations to generate a model to describe the order in which the resources have to be provisioned. The proposed approach serves as the provisioning process.
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used in scope of a model driven cloud orchestrator which we conceptually introduced in [GEG17]. Here we utilize the Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [OA13], another cloud standard, and its benefits regarding the portability of topology models. The OCCI topology models used in the proposed provisioning process originate from these TOSCA models, which we transformed beforehand. In future work, this approach will be enhanced with the capability to dynamically adapt a cloud system according to changing environments and requirements. Therefore, we establish a feedback loop between the system and the OCCI topology model. In this paper we investigate how the dependencies of these topology models can be resolved in order to create a provisioning plan, and how this plan can be executed to allow for an automatic provisioning of cloud infrastructures.

In the following, the outline of this paper is given. Section 2 introduces the foundations required to understand the provisioning process. Hereby, the basics of modeling, OCCI and workflow languages are covered. Section 3 describes the cloud resource provisioning process, examining the generation of provisioning plans and their execution. Section 4 describes the provisioning process of an example infrastructure in order to test the feasibility of this approach. Section 5 covers related work delimiting our approach to similar ones. Finally, Section 6 sums up the outcome of the proposed provisioning process and gives a short outlook into future work.

2 Foundations

In this section, fundamental knowledge, required to understand the provisioning process, is introduced. Section 2.1 defines the foundations and benefits of Model Driven Engineering (MDE). Section 2.2 examines the basics of the OCCI standard covering a precise description of its metamodel. Section 2.3 provides a brief overview of workflow languages and their typical elements.

2.1 Model Driven Engineering

Compared to the widely used object oriented development paradigm, where “everything is an object” [Bé04], the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) paradigm assumes that “everything is a model” [Bé04]. These models are defined by Kühne as “an abstraction of a (real or language-based) system allowing predictions or inferences to be made” [Kü06]. Overall, models represent not only a way to provide an abstract view on a complex system, but also store valuable system information which can be processed. Metamodels define the semantics and structure of a model by specifying elements a model can instantiate [OM11b]. Each model is “an instance of a metamodel” [OM11b], which can be seen as “a model of models” [OM03]. For example, a metamodel able to instantiate multiple kinds of cars has the elements seat, motor and wheels. Hereby, the metamodel does not only describe the
attributes of the element, for example a seat’s color, but also the relationships of the elements, for example a car has two to six seats. Summed up, metamodels define a language for models. Based upon metamodels, model transformations are defined to “develop, maintain and evolve software” [MVG06], building the fundamentals of MDE [Kiö06]. A complete definition of model transformation is given by Kleppe et al.: “A transformation is the automatic generation of a target model from a source model, according to a transformation definition. A transformation definition is a set of transformation rules that together describe how a model in the source language can be transformed into a model in the target language. A transformation rule is a description of how one or more constructs in the source language can be transformed into one or more constructs in the target language” [KWB03]. In the following, we discuss the OCCI standard and its metamodel, which defines the language of the models used as input for the provisioning process.

### 2.2 Open Cloud Computing Interface

OCCI is a standard developed to uniformly access and manage cloud resources [OG16a]. Even though OCCI was originally created for an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) purpose, it has evolved to an Application Programming Interface (API) able to handle Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) as well. The OCCI standard focuses on interoperability and extendability. To perform management activities, OCCI provides a RESTful protocol and API. Hereby, the information required to perform management REST calls can be derived from the elements in the OCCI model. These models instantiate the OCCI core metamodel [OG16a], which is depicted in Figure 1. The OCCI standard only provides the specification of the metamodel which got implemented by Merle et al. [Me15]. This metamodel can be separated into two different parts describing the core base types and the classification and identification mechanisms.

![Fig. 1: Overview of the OCCI core metamodel adapted from [OG16a.](image-url)
Elements considering the core base types are Entity, Resource and Link. The element Resource represent resources from the real world, for example a virtual machine (VM), storage or network. The connection between those is modeled via the Link element storing information about the source and the target Resource. Both of these elements inherit from the abstract Entity type defining the id of the elements, which serves as Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). Furthermore, the Entity element binds each Entity sub type to a unique Kind and stores information about related Mixins.

The classification and identification mechanisms are formed by the elements Category, Attribute, Kind, Action and Mixin. Category serves as a non abstract type identifying Kinds, Actions and Mixins, whereby the term and scheme attribute uniquely identifies them. Moreover, every instantiation of Category is able to define Attribute elements representing client readable attributes. Kinds represent the classifying element for Entity sub-types, indicating available Actions and Attributes to be filled by the Entity. Kinds are able to inherit other Kinds, whereby each Kind has to refer to one of the three core Kinds, equally named to the core base types Entity, Resource and Link. Mixins provide additional Attributes that can be added to instances at creation or run-time to completely classify Entity sub-types, complementing the Kind element. Summed up, Mixins represent an extension mechanism to model Entity sub-types in more detail. Finally, the Action element identifies operations that can be invoked on Entity instances of the corresponding Kind or Mixin.

One of the OCCI core metamodel extensions we use, is the OCCI infrastructure extension [OG16b], which extends the OCCI core metamodel for managing IaaS resources. Overall, this extension is composed of three Kinds describing Resources and two Kinds describing Links. The Kinds for Resources specify a Resource as Compute, Network or Storage, whereas NetworkInterface and StorageLink, the Link types, allow for additional attributes to specify connections between VMs, storages and networks. It should be noted that OCCI defines further extensions, for example to address the PaaS layer. Nevertheless, these are not further discussed due to missing implementations. In the following section, we introduce the concepts of workflow models, which we use to depict provisioning plans.

### 2.3 Workflow Modelling

In order to create an automated provisioning process based on a declarative model, a workflow model is required to specify the needed steps to be performed. Hereby, the workflow model does not only define the order in which the different operations have to be performed, but also which operations can be done in parallel [Br14]. Thus, we use workflow models to instantiate provisioning plans, whereby the low-level operations represent provisioning tasks and the control flow the order in which these operations are performed. Two of the more commonly known modeling languages used to create workflows are the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [OM11a] and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OM11b] with its activity diagrams. To ease the understanding of workflows the activity diagram depicted in Figure 5 can be used as reference. Workflows
provide the capability to start complex tasks by modeling an initializing element, which starts a control flow. This flow can be directed to control nodes, manipulating the control flow, or actions performing a task of low complexity. Control nodes are able to fork incoming control flows into multiple ones, allowing for a parallel execution. Later in the process, every opened control flow is merged by a join control node. Moreover, control nodes are able to check if specific conditions are met to send the control flow onto one out of multiple possible paths. Actions are able to define input values, which store additional information required by the action. In the following section we discuss the cloud resource provisioning process making use of such workflow models as provisioning plan.

3 Resource Provisioning Process

To provide an automatic provision process, the dependencies between the elements, hidden in the OCCI model, must be resolved. To identify those, we separated the provisioning process into a plan generation and a resource provisioning step, as depicted in Figure 2. At first, in the plan generation step, multiple model to model transformations (M2M) are performed on the OCCI model to identify dependencies between the elements in the infrastructure. To perform these transformations, we adapted an approach by Breitenbücher et al. [Br14]. The first transformation transforms the OCCI model into a Provisioning Order Graph (POG), describing the dependencies of the topology elements. Thereafter, this POG is transformed into a workflow model specifying a provisioning plan. In the second step, the resource provisioning, this workflow is traversed element by element by the Provisioner entity. The Provisioner is connected to an Extractor entity, able to gather topology model information, and an Executor entity, which performs the service calls to the OCCI API to actually provision resources. Section 3.1 contains an explanation of the performed transformations, while Section 3.2 investigates the processing of the provisioning plan.

3.1 Transformations

To generate a provisioning plan, we adapt an approach by Breitenbücher et al. [Br14], who combined declarative and imperative models to generate executable provisioning plans. In our approach, an OCCI model serves as the input topology model starting the transformation process. The POG is an instance of a simple directed graph metamodel comprising vertices, able to store an id of the corresponding OCCI element, and directed edges, linking vertices together. The used transformation rules are depicted in Table 1. For each Resource and Link in the OCCI model a vertex, storing their id, is created in the POG. Moreover, for every Link two edges are created in the POG. Based on the Kind of the Link the edges are connected to the vertices, representing the relationship partners of the Link, to describe a specific dependency. Overall, Breitenbücher et al. define two dependency patterns, which are mapped onto the different Kinds. The depends-on pattern and the uses pattern, which are depicted in Figure 3. A depends-on pattern describes a dependency, which requires the
Source Resource of the Link to be instantiated before the Target Resource can be created, for example an execution environment which depends on a running VM. In this case the dependency resolves in a Target Resource $\rightarrow$ Link $\rightarrow$ Source Resource pattern. A use pattern characterizes a dependency, which requires the Source Resource as well as the Target Resource to be instantiated before they can be connected. For example when a VM is connected to a network both need to be provisioned beforehand. This dependency resolves in a Target Resource $\rightarrow$ Link and Source Resource $\rightarrow$ Link pattern.

Based on this POG a second transformation is used to generate a workflow model in form of an UML activity diagram. This results in a provisioning plan which can be processed to provision and link the cloud resources in the correct order. At first, an initial node is created serving as starting point for the processing later on. Then, for each vertex in the POG an empty action is created only storing the id of the vertex, e.g. the id of the OCCI Entity sub-type. Every vertex without an incoming edge indicates that the Resource has no dependencies, allowing for an immediate and parallel provisioning. This immediate
parallelization is represented by a fork node, which splits the control flow into multiple ones. During the transformation process every vertex that is able to be provisioned is marked, so we can check whether the dependencies of other vertices are met. If an action has only one predecessor it is directly linked to it. Otherwise, a join is created combining the control flows of the required vertices before continuing the control flow. Finally, in a post processing step, every action without an outgoing edge is connected to a final join merging the control flow into the end node closing the workflow. In the following, we introduce the processing of provisioning plans, discussing how this workflow is traversed and how actual service calls are performed.

### 3.2 Provisioning Process

To automatically provision cloud resources, the generated provisioning plan is processed. At the beginning of the provisioning process, an authentication token is requested from the cloud to start a session, which is required to perform provisioning tasks. This token does not only indicate the user’s credentials, but also the project in which the resources have to be provisioned. After the token is received, the Provisioner traverses the workflow starting at the initial node. From there on the control flow is followed to the next node, indicating a specific operation to be performed. The different nodes and operations are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workflow Element</th>
<th>Provisioning Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Starting point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Extract OCCI Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Execute REST call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wait for active state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fork</td>
<td>Start threads for outgoing control flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join</td>
<td>Wait for incoming control flows to join</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2: Processing of workflow elements.

Overall, the Provisioner considers actions and two different kinds of control flow nodes, which are forks allowing for a parallel execution of the workflow and join nodes merging these later on. When the Provisioner reaches a fork node, a thread is created for every outgoing edge of the fork. Each thread starts another instance of a Provisioner responsible for processing one control flow of the fork, starting with one of the following nodes as initial start point. Hereby, the threads handle every upcoming node on its control flow path until a join is reached. When a control flow reaches a join, it is checked if all incoming control flows already reached it. The last incoming thread continues to process the control flow after the join. It should be noted, that not only actions, but also fork nodes can be directly connected to a join. When the Provisioner reaches an action, operations to provision cloud resources are performed. Therefore, a REST request is send to the OCCI API of the cloud,
which contains the information about the OCCI element to be provisioned. To gain the information about this element, the Provisioner passes the id stored within the action to the Extractor. The Extractor searches the OCCI topology model for the element with the corresponding id and returns it to the Provisioner. This element in turn is handed over to the Executor, which establishes a connection to the OCCI API and performs the REST request. In case of a cloud resource provisioning task, a POST request is performed. Depending on the Kind of the OCCI element, the connection is established to a specific URI. For example, if a Compute instance has to be provisioned, the POST request is send to the cloud’s address followed by /occi1.1/compute/. Depending on the rendering used by the OCCI API, the information of the OCCI element are either added as header or as input to the REST request. When the text rendering [OG16c] is used, the information is passed over request headers. These are separated into a Category header and an Attribute header. The Category header contains the OCCI Category elements connected to the element to be provisioned, e.g. Kind and Mixins of the element. The Attribute header stores the element’s attributes and their values. After a successful provisioning request, the actual id of the provisioned element is received. Before another action on the same control flow is allowed to be performed, the Provisioner waits until the provisioned resource is in an active or online state. This ensures that the resources are ready to be further adjusted and linked. In the following section the feasibility of this approach is discussed.

4 Feasability Study

To discuss the feasibility of the proposed cloud provisioning process, we implemented a prototype, which is discussed in this section with the help of an example OCCI topology model. Due to a missing implementation of the OCCI PaaS extension, we provide an example only considering the IaaS layer. In Section 4.1, the utilized tools and systems are discussed. Section 4.2 describes the example topology model, the generated plans and the corresponding REST calls. Finally Section 4.3, gives a short discussion about the feasibility of the proposed approach.

4.1 Tooling

As for the plan generation, we use the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [St08] and the Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL) [Ep14]. To instantiate the OCCI model, we use the EMF based OCCI metamodel proposed by Merle et al. [Me15]. For the POG, we created a simple directed graph metamodel. Finally, the UML [OM11b] metamodel is used to instantiate activity diagrams as workflow model. The provisioning process itself is implemented in Java. The infrastructure is provisioned on an OpenStack [Op16b] cloud of our research group, which uses the OpenStack OCCI Interface (OOI) [In15], an implementation of OCCI for OpenStack.
4.2 Example Topology

In the following we investigate the process of provisioning a simple cloud infrastructure described by an OCCI model. The infrastructure is composed of two VMs, which are both connected to a network. Furthermore, one of these VMs is attached to a storage device. This infrastructure is translated into an OCCI model, which is depicted in Figure 4 by an UML object diagram.

This diagram shows that the two VMs, `vm1` and `vm2`, are represented by two `Compute` type Resources, the network network by a `Network` type Resource and the storage volume by a `Storage` type Resource. The Mixins bound to the `Compute` types define the `flavor` and the `image` of the VM. The flavor encodes the cores, memory and storage capacity of the VM, while the image defines its operating system. Both VMs are connected to the network over `NetworkInterface` type Links, further defined by a Mixin called `Ipnetworkinterface`, which allows for a specific ip address to be defined [OG16b]. The network itself is connected to a Mixin called `Ipnetwork` to define an address range and gateway for the network [OG16b]. Finally, `vm1` is connected to volume over a `StorageLink`, defining the device id and mountpoint of the `Storage` [OG16b]. This model serves as input topology for the provisioning process, which is discussed in the following.

Figure 5 shows the results of the plan generation phase, with the POG on the left and the resulting activity diagram on the right. The POG shows that `vm1`, `vm2`, `volume` and `network` need to be provisioned before corresponding connections can take place. These kinds of relationships result from the use pattern, which is associated with all the IaaS Kinds of OCCI. Therefore, the `depends-on` pattern is not observed in this example, because it can only be mapped to Kinds of the OCCI PaaS extension. Based on the POG, the provisioning plan, depicted on the right side of Figure 5, is generated. The initial point starts the control flow, which is immediately followed by a fork parallelizing the provisioning process of the vertices without incoming edges in the POG, e.g. `vm1`, `vm2`, `network` and `volume`. Because
vm1 and network are required for multiple actions, a fork splits up their control flow to mark the action as finished for both of the following joins. In the POG, vm2 and volume only possess one edge, resulting in a direct connection to the following action. Because the following actions have multiple incoming edges, a join is created to merge the incoming control flows before the next action is performed. Finally, a join merges every activity, which has no outgoing edge at the end of the transformation. This join is connected to the final node of the provisioning plan closing the workflow.

To provision cloud resources, REST requests are send to the OOI interface of the OpenStack cloud. The required information for this requests is gathered from the elements in the OCCI model. To provide an in depth view of how an OCCI element can be provisioned, Figure 6 shows the vm1 element in all of its details and the REST call build upon it. To create a VM, a POST request to the address of the provider, using the port of the OOI interface, is send. The session used for this request is stated by an authentication token in the X-Auth-Token header. Furthermore, the content type of the request must be set to text/occi. The information about the element are added to the Category- and Attribute header as defined in the OCCI text rendering documentation [OG16c]. In this case, vm1 is a Compute type with two Mixins resource and os. These Mixins, uniquely identified by their term, describe the image and flavor of the VM. Therefore, the element vm1 is created as an Ubuntu 16.04 server of size m1.medium. The attributes of the element are inserted into the X-OCCI-Attributes header giving additional information about the VM, for example the title, id or state. Summed up, in order to provision a cloud resource over an OCCI REST request, the information about the model element is simply added to the correct header, highlighting the simplicity of OCCI when it comes to resource provisioning.

4.3 Discussion

Our feasibility study indicates that we are able to automatically provision OCCI topology models with our approach. Even though the proposed example represents only a small example infrastructure, we want to emphasize that this approach is also feasible when it...
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POST http://192.168.34.1:8787/occi1.1/compute/
-H 'Content-Type: text/occi'
-H 'X-Auth-Token: $OS_TOKEN'
-H 'Category: compute; scheme="http://schemas.ogf.org/occi/infrastructure#"; class="kind"'
-H 'Category: 36637a26-fded-4635-b6c5-ec8ec0745eab; scheme="http://schemas.openstack.org/template/resource#"; class="mixin"'
-H 'Category: 5437eae8-7c47-4834-929c-a314de77d291; scheme="http://schemas.openstack.org/template/os#"; class="mixin"'
-H 'X-OCCI-Attribute: occi.core.title="vm1"'
-H 'X-OCCI-Attribute: occi.core.id="20b452b2-6c6a-4c6a-be99-a03d492f70ca"'
-H 'X-OCCI-Attribute: occi.compute.state="active"'

Fig. 6: Compute resource vm1 with the corresponding REST request.

comes to larger infrastructures, because every provisioning plan generated from an OCCI model, only respecting the current IaaS extension, results in the same pattern. This pattern consists of two parts. The resource provisioning part, where each Compute, Storage and Network instance is provisioned in parallel and the part in which these Resources are linked. Other patterns can currently not occur, because every Resource to be provisioned is completely independent from one another. This is because all Kinds for Links of the OCCI IaaS extension have to be mapped to the use pattern of Breitenbücher et al. [Br14]. Therefore, no Resource can have any incoming edges in the POG, which results in the parallel resource provisioning part of the provisioning plan. The linking part of the provisioning plan arises, because every Link depends on the two Resources it connects, which are already build up to this point. A detailed evaluation of this approach is necessary when the PaaS extension of OCCI is taken into account or the IaaS extension is modified, due to the occurrence of the depends-on pattern.

5 Related Work

In addition to OCCI, other standards defining metamodels for cloud topologies exist. One of them is TOSCA [OA13], a standard by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS), which is able to provider-independently describe cloud applications. In the approach by Breitenbücher et al. [Br14] TOSCA topology models are used to generate provisioning plans. Compared to OCCI, TOSCA models are meant to be stored and reused later on, to increase the portability and reusability of cloud applications in order to prevent the provider lock-in. Nevertheless, TOSCA does not define how actual resources can be provisioned over API calls, making it unsuitable for actual resource provisioning. In a conference paper [GEG17] we investigated, how TOSCA models can be transformed into OCCI models to address this issue and to utilize the benefits of both
standards. Another approach to perform model driven resource provisioning is proposed by Ferry et al. [Fe14], who introduce a models at runtime approach, able to not only provision resources, but also adapt existing cloud applications. Therefore, they define a domain-specific modeling language called CloudML. In contrast to our approach, their approach is not standard driven and hence does not address the provider lock-in problem.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a model driven approach to automatically provision cloud infrastructures based on OCCI topology models. To this aim, we generated a provisioning plan to indicate the order in which the resources have to be provisioned and linked. Based on the actions determined in this plan, we performed REST requests to provision and link the corresponding OCCI elements on the cloud. Hereby, we extracted the required information directly from the topology model. To test the feasibility of this approach, we implemented a prototype able to provision cloud infrastructures, whereby we discussed one example in more detail. In scope of future work, this provisioning engine represents one of the first steps to build a complete model driven cloud orchestrator. Therefore, we will extend this engine by adding the capability to adapt cloud infrastructures at runtime by establishing a feedback loop between the system and the model. Herewith, we introduce the possibility to react to changing requirements or environments. Furthermore, we will evaluate the feasibility of this approach to handle OCCI models using the OCCI PaaS extension. Summed up, we proposed an automatic and standard conform cloud resource provisioning process, based upon a declarative OCCI model, which is able to provision complete infrastructures and offers the possibility to be enhanced to handle complete cloud applications.
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